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Visual Servo Control
Part II: Advanced Approaches

T

his article is the second of a two-part tutorial on
visual servo control. In Part I (IEEE Robotics and
Automation Magazine, vol. 13, no. 4), we introduced
fundamental concepts and descr ibed basic
approaches. Here we discuss more advanced concepts, and present a number of recent approaches.
As described in Part I of the tutorial, visual servo schemes
rely on the relationship
ṡ = Ls v c

(1)

in which s is a set of geometrical features whose time derivative ṡ is linearly related to the spatial velocity v c of the camera
through the interaction matrix Ls . Using this relationship,
control schemes are designed to minimize the error e between
the current value of the visual feature s and its desired value
s∗ : e = s − s∗ .
A classical proportional control scheme is given by:
+ e,

v c = −λL
e

(2)

ė = Le v c ,

(3)

(IBVS), the depth of each point considered appears in the
coefficients of the interaction matrix related to the transla+
+ =L


tional motions. This is the case even when L
is
e∗
e
used in the control scheme, although in this case only the
depth Z ∗ of each point for the desired pose is needed,
which is generally not difficult to obtain in practice. In all
other cases, an estimation of the current depth must be
made at each iteration of the control scheme.
We begin Part II of the tutorial by describing two
approaches to estimating the interaction matrix. First we
describe how epipolar geometry can be used to estimate the
3-D parameters, which can then be used to construct the
interaction matrix. We then describe how it is possible to esti+ . With these methods

mate directly the numerical value of L
e
in hand, we then present more advanced techniques in visual
servo control. These techniques aim to compensate for the
relative shortcomings of the PBVS and IBVS methods. We
then consider target tracking tasks, that is, tasks for which the
target object is not stationary. Finally, we present a generalization of the modeling issues that allows one to consider both
eye-in-hand systems and eye-to-hand systems.

where Le is defined by

Estimation of 3-D Parameters
+ is an approximation of the pseudo-inverse of L . An

and L
e
e
approximation must be used because visual servo schemes
require the values of three-dimensional (3-D) parameters
that are not available directly from the image measurements.
Recall that for position-based visual servo (PBVS) schemes
3-D parameters appear both in the error e and in the interaction matrix, while for basic image-based visual servo

If a calibrated stereo vision system is used, all 3-D parameters
can be easily determined by triangulation, as evoked in Part I
of the tutorial. Similarly, if a 3-D model of the object is
known, all 3-D parameters can be computed from a pose estimation algorithm. However, such an estimation can be quite
unstable due to image noise. It is also possible to estimate 3-D
parameters by using the epipolar geometry that relates the
images of the same scene observed from different viewpoints.
Indeed, in visual servoing, two images are generally available:
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Epipolar geometry can be used to
estimate the 3-D parameters, which
can then be used to construct the
interaction matrix.
the current one and the desired one. In contrast, we can estimate the interaction matrix directly as image measurements
are made during the visual servoing task. Here, we discuss
both approaches.
Epipolar Geometry
Given a set of matches between the image measurements in
the current image and in the desired one, the fundamental
matrix, or the esential matrix if the camera is calibrated, can
be recovered [1], and then used in visual servoing [2]. Indeed,
from the essential matrix, the rotation and the translation up
to a scalar factor between the two views can be estimated.
However, near the convergence of the visual servo, that is
when the current and desired images are similar, the epipolar
geometry becomes degenerate and it is not possible to estimate accurately the partial pose between the two views. For
this reason, using homography is generally prefered.
Let x i and x∗i denote the homogeneous image coordinates
for a point in the current and desired images. Then x i is related to x∗i by
x i = H i x∗i ,
in which H i is a homography matrix.
If all feature points lie on a 3-D plane, then there is a single
homography matrix H such that x i = Hx∗i for all i. This
homography can be estimated using the position of four
matched points in the desired and the current images. If all
the features points do not belong to the same 3-D plane, then
three points can be used to define such a plane and five supplementary points are needed to estimate H [3].
Once H is available, it can be decomposed as
H=R+

t ∗
n ,
d∗

(4)

in which R is the rotation matrix relating the orientation of
the current and desired camera frames, n∗ is the normal to the
chosen 3-D plane expressed in the desired frame, d ∗ is the
distance to the 3-D plane from the desired frame, and t is the
translation between current and desired frames. From H, it is
thus posible to recover R, t/d ∗ , and n. In fact, two solutions
for these quantities exist [4], but it is quite easy to select the
correct one using some knowledge about the desired pose. It
is also possible to estimate the depth of any target point up to
a common scale factor [5]. The unknown depth of each point
that appears in classical IBVS can thus be expressed as a function of a single constant parameter. Similarly, the pose para110 IEEE Robotics & Automation Magazine

meters required by PBVS can be recovered up to a scalar factor as for the translation term. The PBVS schemes described
in Part I of the tutorial can thus be revisited using this
approach, with the new error defined as the translation up to a
scalar factor and the angle/axis parameterization of the rotation. This approach has also been used for the hybrid visual
servoing schemes described in the next section.
Direct Estimation
The approach described previously can be used to estimate
the unknown 3-D parameters that appear in the analytical
form of the interaction matrix. It is also possible to estimate
directly its numerical value using either an off-line learning
step, or an on-line estimation scheme. This idea is only useful
for IBVS since, for PBVS, all the coefficients of the interaction matrix are directly obtained from the features s used in
the control scheme.
All the methods proposed to estimate numerically the
interaction matrix rely on observations of the variation of features due to a known or measured camera motion. More precisely, if we measure a feature’s variation s due to a camera
motion v c , we have from (1)
Ls v c = s,
which provides k equations, while we have k × 6 unknown
values in Ls . Using a set of N independent camera motions
with N > 6, it is thus possible to estimate Ls by solving
Ls A = B,
where the columns of A ∈ R6×N and B ∈ Rk×N are respectively formed with the set of camera motions and the set of
corresponding features variations. The least squares solution is
of course given by
s = BA+ .
L

(5)

Methods based on neural networks have also been developed
to estimate Ls [6], [7]. It is also possible to estimate directly
the numerical value of L+
s , which provides in practice a better
behavior [8]. In that case, the basic relation is
L+
s s = v c ,
which provides six equations. Using a set of N measurements,
with N > k, we now obtain
+

L+
s = AB .

(6)

In the first case (5), the six columns of Ls are estimated by
solving six linear systems, while in the second case (6), the k
columns of L+
s are estimated by solving k linear systems,
which explains the difference in the results.
Estimating the interaction matrix online can be viewed as
an optimization problem, and consequently a number of
MARCH 2007

researchers have investigated approaches that derive from optimization methods. These methods typically discretize the system equation (1), and use an iterative updating scheme to
s at each stage. One such online and
refine the estimate of L
iterative formulation uses the Broyden update rule given by
[9], [10]
s (t + 1) = L
s (t) +
L

α
s (t)v c )vc ,
(x − L
vc v c

where α defines the update speed. This method has been generalized to the case of moving objects in [11].
The main interest of using such numerical estimations in
the control scheme is that it avoids all the modeling and calibration steps. It is particularly useful when using features
whose interaction matrix is not available in analytical form.
For instance, in [12], the main eigenvalues of the Principal
Component Analysis of an image have been considered in a
visual servoing scheme. The drawbacks of these methods is
that no theoretical stability and robustness analysis can be
made.

Advanced Visual Servo Control Schemes
We now describe visual servo control schemes which have
been proposed to improve the behavior of basic IBVS and
PBVS. The first ones combine the respective advantages of
these schemes while trying to avoid their shortcomings.
Hybrid Visual Servo
Suppose we have access to a clever control law for ω c , such as
the one used in PBVS
ω c = −λ θu,

(7)

where θu is obtained either from a pose estimation algorithm
if the 3-D model of the object is available, or from the partial
pose estimated using the epipolar geometry or the homography. How could we use this in conjunction with traditional
IBVS?
Considering a feature vector s t and an error e t devoted to
control the translational degrees of freedom, we can partition
the interaction matrix as follows:
ṡ t = Ls t v c



vc
ωc
= Lv v c + Lω ω c .

= [ Lv



−1 0
x
1
Lv = ∗
0 −1 y
Z ρZ
0
0 −1


xy
−(1 + x2 ) y
2
Lω = 1 + y
−xy
−x .
−y
x
0
Note that the ratio ρZ can be obtained directly from the partial pose estimation algorithm described previously.
If we come back to the usual global representation of visual
servo control schemes, we have e = (e t , θu) and Le given by


Lv Lω
,
Le =
0 Lθu
from which we obtain immediately the control law (7) and (8)
by applying (2).
If we consider the example chosen in Part I of the tutorial
to compare the behavior of the different control schemes, the
results obtained using (8) are given in Figure 1. Here, the
point that has been considered in s t is the center of gravity x g
of the target. Note that the image trajectory of this point is a
straight line as expected, and that there is a nice decrease of
the camera velocity components, which makes this scheme
very near the first PBVS approach.
As for stability, it is clear that this scheme is globally asymptotically stable in perfect conditions (refer to the stability

8
4
0



−4

Lω ]

−8
0

Now, setting ė t = −λe t , we can solve for the desired translational control input as
−λe t = ė t = ṡ t = Lv v c + Lω ω c
⇒ v c = −L+
v (λe t + Lω ω c ).

25

50
(b)

(a)

75

100

20
0

(8)

We can think of the quantity (λe t + Lω ω c ) as a modified
error term, one that combines the original error with the
error that would be induced by the rotational motion due to
MARCH 2007

ω c . The translational control input v c = −L+
v (λe t + Lω ω c )
will drive this error to zero.
The method known as two and one-half-dimensional (2 1/2D) Visual Servo [13] was the first to exploit such a partitioning in
combining IBVS and PBVS. More precisely, in [13], s t has been
selected as the coordinates of an image point, and the logarithm
of its depth, so that Lv is a triangular always invertible matrix.
More precisely, we have s t = (x, log Z ), s∗t = (x∗ , log Z ∗ ),
e t = (x − x ∗ , log ρZ ) where ρZ = Z /Z ∗ , and

−20
−20

0

20 0
(c)

20

40

60

Figure 1. System behavior using s = (xg , log (Z g ), θu).
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analysis provided in the Part I of the tutorial: we are here in
the simple case k = 6). Furthermore, thanks to the triangular
form of the interaction matrix Le , it has been possible to analyze the stability of this scheme in the presence of calibration
errors using the homography estimation approach [14]. Finally, the only unknown constant parameter involved in this
scheme, that is Z ∗ , can be estimated on line using adaptive
techniques [15].
Other hybrid schemes can be designed. For instance, in
[16], the third component of s t is different and has been
selected so that all the target points remain in the camera
field of view as far as possible. Another example has been
proposed in [17]. In that case, s is selected as
∗
s = ( c t c , x g , θ u z ) which provides with a block-triangular
interaction matrix of the form:


R 0
Le =
,
Lv Lω
where Lv and Lω can easily be computed. This scheme is so
that, in perfect conditions, the camera trajectory is a straight line
∗
(since c t c is a part of s), and the image trajectory of the center
of gravity of the object is also a straight line (since
x g is also a part of s). The translational camera degrees of freedom are devoted to realize the 3-D straigth line, while the rotational camera degrees of freedom are devoted to realize the
two-dimensional (2-D) straight line and compensate also the 2D motion of x g due to the transational motion. As can be seen
in Figure 2, this scheme is particularly satisfactory in practice.
Finally, it is possible to combine differently 2-D and 3-D
features. For instance, in [18], it has been proposed to use in s
the 2-D homogeneous coordinates of a set of image points
expressed in pixels multiplied by their corresponding depth:
s = (u1Z 1 , v 1Z 1 , Z 1 , . . . , u nZ n , v nZ n , Z n ) . As for classical
IBVS, we obtain in that case a set of redundant features, since

at least three points have to be used to control the six camera
degrees of freedom (we here have k ≥ 9). However, it has
been demonstrated in [19] that this selection of redundant features is free of attractive local minima.
Partitioned Visual Servo
The hybrid visual servo schemes described previously have
been designed to decouple the rotational motions from the
translational ones by selecting adequate visual features defined
in part in 2-D, and in part in 3-D (that is why they have been
called 2 1/2-D visual servoing). This work has inspired some
researchers to find features that exhibit similar decoupling
properties but using only features expressed directly in the
image. More precisely, the goal is to find six features so that
each of them is related to only one degree of freedom (in
which case the interaction matrix is a diagonal matrix), the
Grail being to find a diagonal interaction matrix whose elements are constant, as near as possible of the identity matrix,
leading to a pure, direct, and simple linear control problem.
The first work in this area partitioned the interaction
matrix so as to isolate motion related to the optic axis [20].
Indeed, whatever the choice of s, we have
ṡ = Ls v c
= Lxy vxy + L z v z
= ṡxy + ṡ z ,
in which Lxy includes the first, second, fourth and fifth
columns of Ls , and L z includes the third and sixth columns of
Ls . Similarly, vxy = (v x , v y , ωx , ω y ) and v z = (v z , ω z ) .
Here, ṡ z = L z v z gives the component of ṡ due to the camera
motion along and rotation about the optic axis, while
ṡxy = Lxy vxy gives the component of ṡ due to velocity along
and rotation about the camera x and y axes.
Proceeding as before, by setting ė = −λe we obtain
−λe = ė = ṡ = Lxy vxy + L z v z ,
which leads to

8
4

vxy = −L+
xy (λe(t) + L z v z ).
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Figure 2. System behavior using s = (c tc , xg , θuz ).
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100

As before, we can consider (λe(t) + Lz v z ) as a modified
error that incorporates the original error while taking into
account the error that will be induced by v z .
Given this result, all that remains is to choose s and v z . As
for basic IBVS, the coordinates of a collection of image points
can be used in s, while two new image features can be defined
to determine v z .
◆ Define α, with 0 ≤ α < 2π as the angle between the
horizontal axis of the image plane and the directed line
segment joining two feature points. It is clear that α is
closely related to the rotation around the optic axis.
2
◆ Define σ to be the area of the polygon defined by
these points. Similarly, σ 2 is closely related to the translation along the optic axis.
MARCH 2007

Using these features, v z has been defined in [20] as


vz
ωz

∗

= λv z ln σσ
= λωz (α ∗ − α).

IBVS with Cylindrical Coordinates of Image Points
As proposed in [21], another option is to use the cylindrical
coordinates (ρ, θ) of the image points instead of their
Cartesian coordinates (x, y). They are defined by

y
ρ = x2 + y2 θ = arctan
(9)
x
as long as ρ = 0, in which case θ is not defined. We deduce
from (9):
ρ̇ = (x ẋ + y ẏ)/ρ

θ̇ = (x ẏ − y ẋ)/ρ 2 .

Using the interaction matrix Lx given in Part I of the tutorial
to express ẋ and ẏ, and then substituting x by ρ cos θ and y
by ρ sin θ , we obtain immediately


ρ
−s
Lρ =  −c
(1 + ρ 2 )s −(1 + ρ 2 )c 0 
Z
Z
Z
−c
Lθ = ρZs ρZ
00
c /ρ
s/ρ
−1 ,
where c = cos θ and s = sin θ . By looking at the third and
sixth column of Lρ and Lθ , we can note that ρ is invariant
with respect to ω z while θ is invariant with respect to v z and
linearly related to ω z , as were the two image features σ and α
chosen previously. This explains why the behavior obtained in
that case is quite satisfactory. Indeed, by considering the same
example as before, and using now s = (ρ1 , θ1 , . . . , ρ4 , θ4 )
+ = L+∗ (that is a constant matrix), the system behavior

and L
e
e
shown in Figure 3 has the same nice properties as using
+ = (L /2 + L ∗ /2)+ with s = (x , y , . . . , x , y ). If we

L
e
e
1
1
4
4
e
go back to the example used in the geometrical interpretation
of IBVS described in Part I of the tutorial, the behavior
obtained will also be as expected, thanks to the decoupling
between the third and sixth columns of the interaction matrix.

The main interest of using such
numerical estimations in the control
scheme is that it avoids all the
modeling and calibration steps.

For the first point, it is possible to determine the interaction matrix related to the perspective projection of a large class
of geometrical primitives, such as segments, straight lines,
spheres, circles, and cylinders. The results are given in [25]
and [22]. Recently, the analytical form of the interaction
matrix related to any image moments corresponding to planar
objects has been computed. This makes possible to consider
planar objects of any shape [26]. If a collection of points is
measured in the image, moments can also be used [27]. In
both cases, moments allow the use of intuitive geometrical
features, such as the center of gravity or the orientation of an
object. By selecting an adequate combination of moments, it
is then possible to determine partitioned systems with good
decoupling and linearizing properties [26], [27].
Note that for all these features (geometrical primitives,
moments), the depth of the primitive or of the object considered appears in the coefficients of the interaction matrix
related to the translational degrees of freedom, as was the
case for the image points. An estimation of this depth is thus
generally still necessary. Few exceptions occur, using for
instance an adequate normalization of moments, which
allows in some particular cases to make only the constant
desired depth appear in the interaction matrix [27].

8
4

Advanced IBVS Schemes
Up until now, for all IBVS schemes presented, we have
primarily considered image point coordinates in s. Other
geometrical primitives can of course be used. There are
several reasons to do so. First, the scene observed by the
camera cannot always be described merely by a collection
of points, in which case the image processing provides
other types of measurements, such as a set of straight lines
or the contours of an object. Second, richer geometric
primitives may ameliorate the decoupling and linearizing
issues that motivate the design of partitioned systems.
Finally, the robotic task to be achieved may be expressed in
terms of virtual linkages (or fixtures) between the camera
and the observed objects [22], [23], sometimes expressed
directly by constraints between primitives, such as for
instance point-to-line [24] (which means that an observed
point must lie on a specified line).
MARCH 2007
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Figure 3. System behavior using s = (ρ1 , θ1 , . . . , ρ4 , θ4 ) and
+
+
L
e = Le∗ .
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Performance Optimization and Planning
In some sense, partitioned methods represent an effort to optimize system performance by assigning distinct features and
controllers to individual degrees of freedom. In this way, the
designer performs a sort of off-line optimization when allocating controllers to degrees of freedom. It is also possible to
explicitly design controllers that optimize various system performance measures. We describe a few of these in this section.
Optimal Control and Redundancy Framework
An example of such an approach is given in [28] and [29], in
which linear quadratic Gaussian (LQG) control design is used
to choose gains that minimize a linear combination of state
and control input. This approach explicitly balances the tradeoff between tracking errors (since the controller attempts to
drive s − s∗ to zero) and robot motion. A similar control
approach is proposed in [30] where joint limit avoidance is
considered simultaneously with the positioning task.
It is also possible to formulate optimality criteria that
explicitly express the observability of robot motion in the
image. For example, the singular value decomposition of the
interaction matrix reveals which degrees of freedom are most
apparent and can thus be easily controlled, while the condition
number of the interaction matrix gives a kind of global measure of the visibility of motion. This concept has been called
resolvability in [31] and motion perceptibility in [32]. By
selecting features and designing controllers that maximize these
measures, either along specific degrees of freedom or globally,
the performance of the visual servo system can be improved.
The constraints considered to design the control scheme
using the optimal control approach may be contradictory in

0
50
100
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200
250
300
350
400
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500
0

50 100 150 200 250 300 350 400 450 500

Figure 4. Image feature trajectories for a rotation of 160◦
about the optical axis using a switched control scheme (initial
points position in blue and desired points position in red).
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some cases, leading the system to fail due to local minima in
the objective function to be minimized. For example, it may
happen that the motion produced to move away from a robot
joint limit is exactly the opposite of the motion produced to
near the desired pose, which results in a zero global motion.
To avoid this potential problem, it is possible to use the gradient projection method, which is classical in robotics. Applying
this method to visual servoing has been proposed in [25] and
[23]. The approach consists in projecting the secondary constraints e s on the null space of the vision-based task e so that
they have no effect on the regulation of e to 0
+e + P e ,

eg = L
e s
e

where e g is the new global task considered and
+L



Pe = (I6 − L
e e ) is such that Le Pe e s = 0, ∀e s . Avoiding
the robot joint limits using this approach has been presented
in [33]. However, when the vision-based task constrains all
the camera degrees of freedom, the secondary constraints cannot be considered since, when Le is of full rank 6, we have
Pe e s = 0, ∀e s . In that case, it is necessary to inject the constraints in a global objective function, such as navigation functions which are free of local minima [34], [35].
Switching Schemes
The partitioned methods described previously attempt to
optimize performance by assigning individual controllers to
specific degrees-of-freedom. Another way to use multiple
controllers to optimize performance is to design switching
schemes that select at each moment in time which controller
to use based on criteria to be optimized.
A simple switching controller can be designed using an
IBVS and a PBVS controller as follows [36]. Let the system
begin by using the IBVS controller. Consider the Lyapunov
function for the PBVS controller given by L = 12 e(t)2 ,
∗
with e(t) = ( c to − c to , θu). If at any time the value of this
Lyapunov function exceeds a threshold γ P , the system switches to the PBVS controller. While using the PBVS controller, if
at any time the value of the Lyapunov function for the IBVS
controller exceeds a threshold, L = 12 e(t)2 > γ I , the system switches to the IBVS controller. With this scheme, when
the Lyapunov function for a particular controller exceeds a
threshold, that controller is invoked, which in turn reduces
the value of the corresponding Lyapunov function. If the
switching thresholds are selected appropriately, the system is
able to exploit the relative advantages of IBVS and PBVS,
while avoiding their shortcomings.
An example for this system is shown in Figure 4, for the
case of a rotation by 160◦ about the optical axis. Note that the
system begins in IBVS mode and the features initially move
on straight lines toward their goal positions in the image.
However, as the camera retreats, the system switches to PBVS,
which allows the camera to reach its desired position by combining a rotational motion around its optic axis and a forward
translational motion, producing the circular trajectories
observed in the image.
MARCH 2007

Other examples of temporal switching schemes can be
found, such as for instance the one developed in [37] to
ensure the visibility of the target observed.
Feature Trajectory Planning
It is also possible to treat the optimization problem offline,
during a planning stage. In that case, several constraints can
be simultaneously taken into account, such as obstacle
avoidance [38], joint limit and occlusions avoidance, and
ensuring the visibility of the target [5]. The feature trajectories s∗ (t) that allow the camera to reach its desired pose
while ensuring the constraints are satisfied are determined
using path planning techniques, such as the well known
potential field approach.
Coupling path planning with trajectory following also
allows to improve significantly the robustness of the visual
servo with respect to modeling errors. Indeed, modeling
errors may have large effects when the error s − s∗ is large,
but have few effects when s − s∗ is small. Once desired features trajectories s∗ (t) such that s∗ (0) = s(0) have been
designed during the planning stage, it is easy to adapt the
control scheme to take into account the fact that s∗ is varying, and to make the error s − s∗ remain small. More precisely, we now have
ė = ṡ − ṡ∗ = Le v c − ṡ∗ ,
from which we deduce, by selecting as usual ė = −λe as
desired behavior
+e + L
+ ṡ∗ .


v c = −λL
e
e

The new second term of this control law anticipates the variation of s∗ , removing the tracking error it would produce. We
will see in the next section that the form of the control law is
similar when tracking a moving target is considered.

Target Tracking
We now consider the case of a moving target and a constant
desired value s∗ for the features, the generalization to varying
desired features s∗ (t) being immediate. The time variation of
the error is now given by
ė = ṡ = Le v c +

∂e
,
∂t

(10)

∂e
∂t

where the term expresses the time variation of e due to the
generally unknown target motion. If the control law is still
designed to try to ensure an exponential decoupled decrease
of e (that is, once again ė = −λe), we now obtain using (10):

∂e
+e − L
+


v c = −λL
,
(11)
e
e
∂t
∂e
where 
is an estimation or an approximation of ∂e . This
∂t

∂t

term must be introduced in the control law to compensate for
the target motion.
Closing the loop, that is injecting (11) in (10), we obtain
MARCH 2007

A simple switching controller can
be designed using an IBVS and a
PBVS controller.


∂e ∂e
+e − L L
+


+ .
ė = −λLe L
e e
e
∂t
∂t

(12)

+ > 0, the error will converge to zero only

Even if Le L
e
∂e
if the estimation 
∂ t is sufficiently accurate so that

∂e
∂e
+

=
.
Le L
e
∂t
∂t

Otherwise, tracking errors will be observed. Indeed, by just
solving the scalar differential equation ė = −λe + b, which is a
simplification of (12), we obtain e(t) = e(0) exp(−λt) + b/λ,
which converges towards b/λ. On one hand, setting a high gain
λ will reduce the tracking error, but on the other hand, setting
the gain too high can make the system unstable. It is thus necessary to make b as small as possible.
=0
Of course, if the system is known to be such that ∂e
∂t
(that is the camera observes a motionless object), no tracking
error will appear with the most simple estimation given by

∂e
= 0. Otherwise, a classical method in automatic control to
∂t
cancel tracking errors consists in compensating the target
motion through an integral term in the control law. In that
case, we have


∂e
=µ
e( j),
∂t
j
where µ is the integral gain, which must be tuned. This
scheme allows to cancel the tracking errors only if the target
has a constant velocity. Other methods, based on feedforward
∂e
control, estimate directly the term 
∂ t through the image measurements and the camera velocity, when it is available.
Indeed, from (10), we obtain

∂e 
= ė − Le vc ,
∂t
ė can, for instance, be obtained as 
ė(t) =
where 
(e(t) − e(t − t))/t, with t being the duration of the
control loop. A Kalman filter [39] or more elaborate filtering
methods [40] can then be used to improve the estimated values. If some knowledge about the target velocity or the target
trajectory is available, it can of course be used to smooth or
predict the motion [41]–[43]. For instance, in [44], the periodic motion of the heart and of the breath are compensated
for in an application of visual servoing in medical robotics.
Finally, other methods have been developed to remove as fast
as possible the perturbations induced by the target motion
[28], using for instance predictive controllers [45].
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In the joint space, the system
equations for both the eye-to-hand
configuration and the eye-in-hand
configuration have the same form.

Eye-in-Hand and Eye-to-Hand Systems
Controlled in the Joint Space
In the previous sections, we considered the six components of
the camera velocity as input of the robot controller. As soon as
the robot is not able to realize this motion, for instance
because it has less than six degrees of freedom, the control
scheme must be expressed in the joint space. In this section,
we describe how this can be done, and in the process develop
a formulation for eye-to-hand systems.
In the joint space, the system equations for both the eyeto-hand configuration and the eye-in-hand configuration have
the same form
ṡ = Js q̇ +

∂s
.
∂t

(13)

Here, Js ∈ Rk×n is the feature Jacobian matrix, which can
be linked to the interaction matrix, and n is the number of
robot joints.
For an eye-in-hand system [see Figure 5(b)], (∂s/∂ t) is the
time variation of s due to a potential object motion, and Js is
given by
Js = Ls c VN J(q),

(14)

where
◆

c

VN is the spatial motion transform matrix (as defined
in Part I of the tutorial) from the vision sensor frame to

the end effector frame. It is usually a constant matrix (as
soon as the vision sensor is rigidly attached to the end
effector). Thanks to the robustness of closed loop control schemes, a coarse approximation of this transform
matrix is sufficient in visual servoing. If needed, an
accurate estimation is possible through classical handeye calibration methods [46].
◆ J(q) is the robot Jacobian expressed in the end effector frame.
For an eye-to-hand system [see Figure 5(b)], (∂s/∂ t) is
now the time variation of s due to a potential vision sensor
motion and Js can be expressed as
Js = −Ls c VN N J(q)
= −Ls c V0 0 J(q).

(15)
(16)

In (15), the classical robot Jacobian N J(q) expressed in the
end effector frame is used but the spatial motion transform
matrix c VN from the vision sensor frame to the end effector
frame changes all along the servo, and it has to be estimated at
each iteration of the control scheme, usually using pose estimation methods.
In (16), the robot Jacobian 0 J(q) is expressed in the robot
reference frame and the spatial motion transform matrix c x0
from the vision sensor frame to that reference frame is constant
as long as the camera does not move. In that case, which is
convenient in practice, a coarse approximation of c V0 is usually sufficient.
Once the modeling step is finished, it is quite easy to follow the procedure that has been used above to design a control scheme expressed in the joint space, and to determine
sufficient condition to ensure the stability of the control
scheme. We obtain, considering again e = s − s∗ , and an
exponential decoupled decrease of e

+ ∂e .
q̇ = −λJ+
(17)
e e − Je
∂t
If k = n, considering the Lyapunov function L = 12 e(t)2 , a
sufficient condition to ensure the global asymptotic stability is
given by
Je J+
e > 0.

(18)

If k > n, we obtain by following the developments of the stability analysis of basic IBVS (see Part I of the tutorial):
J+
e Je > 0

(a)

(b)

Figure 5. Top: (a) Eye-in-hand system. (b) Eye-to-hand system.
Bottom: Opposite image motion produced by the same robot
motion.
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(19)

to ensure the local asymptotic stability of the system. Note
that the actual extrinsic camera parameters appears in Je ,
while the estimated ones are used in J+
e . It is thus possible to
analyse the robustness of the control scheme with respect to
the camera extrinsic parameters. It is also possible to estimate
directly the numerical value of Je or J+
e using, as described
previously, the Broyden update rule.
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Finally, to remove tracking errors, we have to ensure that

∂e
∂e
=
.
Je J+
e
∂t
∂t
Finally, let us note that, even if the robot has six degrees of
freedom, it is generally not equivalent to first compute v c
using (2) and then deduce q̇ using the robot inverse Jacobian,
and to compute directly q̇ using (17). Indeed, it may occur
that the robot Jacobian J(q) is singular while the feature Jacobian Js is not (that may occur when k < n). Furthermore, the
properties of the pseudo-inverse ensure that using (2), v c  is
minimal while using (17), q̇ is minimal. As soon as
N
+
+
J+
e = J (q) V c Le , the control schemes will be different and
will induce different robot trajectories. The choice of the
state-space is thus important.

Conclusion
In this tutorial, we have only considered velocity controllers.
It is convenient for most of classical robot arms. However, the
dynamics of the robot must of course be taken into account
for high speed tasks, or when we deal with mobile nonholonomic or underactuated robots. As for the sensor, we have
only considered geometrical features coming from a classical
perspective camera. Features related to the image motion or
coming from other vision sensors (fish-eye camera, catadioptric camera, echographic probes, etc.) necessitate to revisit the
modeling issues to select adequate visual features. Finally, fusing visual features with data coming from other sensors (force
sensor, proximetry sensors, etc.) at the level of the control
scheme will allow to address new research topics. Numerous
ambitious applications of visual servoing can also be considered, as well as for mobile robots in indoor or outdoor environments, for aerial, space, and submarine robots, and in
medical robotics. The end of fruitful research in the field of
visual servo is thus nowhere yet in sight.
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Visual servo, robot control.
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